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Study description

Research sample

Sampling strategy

Data collection

The peaks of metabolite were matched against the mzCloud, mzVault and Mass List database to obtain the accurate qualitative and relative
quantitative results. Statistical analyses were performed using the statistical software R (version R-3.4.3), Python (v 2.7.6) and CentOS (CentOS
release 6.6). The metabolites were annotated using the KEGG database, HMDB database and LIPIDMaps database. Principal components
analysis (PCA) and Partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) were performed at metaX. PacBio long-read data were de novo
assembled with Falcon. Both PacBio long-read data and BGISEQ short-read data were polished with Pilon. BUSCO was used to evaluate the
finally obtained contig-level assembly. Lachesis was used to cluster, order, and orient the contigs based on valid reads of Hi-C. Annotation of
protein-coding genes was performed based on de novo prediction (using Augustus), homology-based (with BLAST+ and GeneWise) and RNA
sequences-based (with GMAP) methods, and genes predicted from these methods were integrated by EVidenceModeler. SwissProt, TrEMBL,
KEGG, Gene Ontology and NR were selected for gene functional annotation. RepeatMasker and RepeatProteinMask were used to annotate
the repetitive sequences in the N. parkeri genome. Clean reads of RNA-seq were de novo assembled using Trinity and redundant contigs were
eliminated using CD-HIT. The TGICL pipeline was used to cluster and assemble sequences with CAP3 and TransRate was used to evaluate the
quality of the reference transcript. “crb-blast” (version 0.6.9 ) method was used to identify orthologous genes and then were aligned with
FasParser. The coding region of assembled contig was determined using TransDecoder (version 3.0.1). Prank and Gblocks were used to align
each gene into a consensus 1:1 orthologous gene set. All of the clean reads obtained from mRNA-seq were mapped to the reference genome
using HISAT2 or mapped to reference transcript using Bowtie2. StringTie was used to calculate transcript expression levels and a Python script
(prepDE.py) was used to extract read count information. The expression of transcript was calculated using RSEM. STEM (version 1.3.12) was
used to classify significant temporal gene expression groups and co-expressed genes were identified using WGCNA. Filtered miRNA-seq reads
were mapped to the genome or reference transcripts using Bowtie and analyzed with miRDeep2. The mRNA targets of miRNAs were
predicted with TargetScan (version 7.1). An improved branch-site model in PAML was used to identify genes showing positive selection along
the N. parkeri branch.

Data are available in the Genome Sequence Archive (GSA) in National Genomics Data Center (NGDC), China National Center for Bioinformation / Beijing Institute of
Genomics (CNCB/BIG), Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) at https://ngdc.cncb.ac.cn/gsa/ (GSA accessions: CRA004362, CRA004830 and CRA005235), the Genome
Warehouse (GWH) of NGDC at https://bigd.big.ac.cn/gwh (accession: GWHBCKU00000000) and Figshare (https://figshare.com/projects/
Genomic_data_of_Nanorana_parkeri/116061).

n = 21–28 individuals of the highest-elevation N. parkeri and its lower-elevation relatives (N. phrynoides and Q. spinosa) were treated
with a time course of UV exposure experiment (0, 0.5 h, 1 h, 2 h, 4 h, 6 h, and 8 h). Dorsal skin sample from each individual was used
for morphological observation (skin structures quantification and ABTS+-scavenging test), molecular identification (metabolomics
analysis for other 20 individuals of each species) and genetic analysis (genome sequencing, gene expression tracing from RNA-seq
data and no-coding RNAs identification from miRNA-seq data). Substitutions of genes that are under positive selection in the highest-
elevation frog were identified by evolutionary analysis and the affinity of substitutions-bearing genes were tested in vitro.

The research samples are from the Nanorana parkeri, which is the highest-elevation frog in the world, and its lower-elevation
relatives (N. phrynoides and Q. spinosa). Frogs of the genus Nanorana (Dicroglossidae) have colonized the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau (at
elevations up to 5,000 m) over the past 8–9 million years, and N. parkeri experiences much stronger UV radiation during daytime
insolation than its lower-elevation relatives. Such long-term selective pressure acting on populations of N. parkeri resulted in a
serious of phenotypic adaptations in this species to potential UV defense, including increased skin pigmentation compared to its
lower-elevation relatives. Thus, N. parkeri is an ideal model organism for studying the long-term adaptive strategies and the
underlying genetic and molecular mechanisms related to UV-radiation protection. Male adults of each species were collected for this
study.

For generated morphological and molecular data, no statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size. In order to
eliminate noise of individual difference, at least 54 images (9 images x 6 time points) were captured from each species to statistically
quantify the skin morphology. 3–4 skin samples at each time point were used for RNA-seq and miRNA-seq separately.

Ting-Ting Fu and Chun-Hua Yang performed UV exposure experiments on studied frogs in lab and isolated dorsal skin samples for
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Timing and spatial scale

Data exclusions

Reproducibility

Randomization

Blinding

Did the study involve field work? Yes No

Field work, collection and transport
Field conditions

Location

Access & import/export

Disturbance
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morphological observation and genetic analyses. The skin characteristics were quantified based on images of HE stained sections.
Xin-Wang Yang performed the ABTS+-scavenging test for skin secretions. Cheng-Bo Long conducted enzyme kinetic analyses.
Metabolite identification was based on the LC-MS/MS system. The N. parkeri genome was sequenced from a combination of long-
range PacBio RS II, short-read Illumina platform and Hi-C technique. The transcriptome data was sequenced on an Illumina platform
to generate 150 bp paired-end reads and miRNA data was sequenced using an Illumina platform to generate 50 bp single-end reads.

The studied individuals were collected from Tibet (~ 4,500m), Yunnan Province (~ 1,700m) and Anhui Province from 2017 to 2018. All
the individuals were collected during their reproductive periods at the same time of each year. The experiments and data analyses
were performed from 2018 to 2019.

No data were excluded from the analyses.

We repeated experiments on different individuals and all the results come to the same conclusion. For data analyses pipeline, we
repeated the analyses procedures independently and all attempts to repeat the analyses were successful.

The individuals used in experiments were randomly allocated into groups with or without UV exposure.

Investigators were blinded to group allocation during data collection and analysis.

Climate on Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau is dry and with a large temperature difference between morning and evening. The daily UV
radiation on it in May is around 3.5 mW/cm2.

N. parkeri individuals were collected at ~4,500 m on Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau with daily UV radiation of ~ 3.5 mW/cm2. N. phrynoides
individuals were collected at ~1,700m in Yunnan Province with daily UV radiation of ~3.5 mW/cm2. Q. spinosa individuals were
collected at ~118m in Anhui Province with daily UV radiation of ~0.4 mW/cm2.

We planned routes before sampling and search every possible habitats along with routes that maybe accessible for studied frogs. The
collecting permit and all study protocols were approved by the Animal Care and Ethics Committee of Kunming Institute of Zoology,
Chinese Academy of Sciences, and were conducted in strict accordance with the guidelines for Animal Care and Use at the Kunming
Institute of Zoology (SMKX-20160301-03).

After sampling collection, we recovered the habitats as possible.

The study did not involve laboratory animals

To exclude potential influences of sex differences and developmental stages, male adults during their reproductive periods were
collected for all the studied frogs. Captured frogs were housed in artificial ponds with sufficient food at appropriate temperature.
Mean snout-vent lengths of each species were measured using a digital Vernier caliper to ensure they were of similar age. After the
frogs were sacrificed, their dorsal skin was isolated rapidly for subsequent analyses.

Captured frogs were housed in artificial ponds with sufficient food at appropriate temperature. Water in the ponds was changed
everyday to keep fresh.

The collecting permit and all study protocols were approved by the Animal Care and Ethics Committee of Kunming Institute of
Zoology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, and were conducted in strict accordance with the guidelines for Animal Care and Use at the




